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Surface-piercing vegetation often captures particles that flow on the water surface, where surface

tension forces contribute to capture. Yet the physics of capillary capture in flow has not been addressed.

Here we model the capture of floating particles by surface-piercing collectors at moderately low

Reynolds numbers (Re< 10). We find a trade-off between the capillary force, which increases with the

collector diameter, and the relative size of the meniscus, which decreases with the collector diameter,

resulting in an optimal collector diameter of �1� 10 mm that corresponds to the regime in which

many aquatic plant species operate. For this diameter range the angular distribution of capture events is

nearly uniform and capture can be orders of magnitude more efficient than direct interception, showing

that capillary forces can be major contributors to the capture of seeds and particulate matter by

organisms.
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The interception of particles by aquatic vegetation is a
fundamental process in many aquatic ecosystems, with
important implications for seed dispersal (hydrochory)
[1,2] and organic matter retention [3,4]. For suspended
particles, a primary mechanism for capture is direct inter-
ception [5], where particles transported by flow in the close
vicinity of a vegetation element are captured by direct
contact. However, this mechanism cannot fully describe
the capture of floating particles, which is affected by the
capillary forces associated with the free surface deforma-
tion induced by the collector and by the particles them-
selves [6].

Capillary attraction can cause motion and clustering
of objects on the surface of a liquid, as in the Cheerios
effect, the clustering of cereal floating on milk [7]. In
aquatic environments, this results in the aggregation
and capture by surface-piercing vegetation of floating
seeds [8–10] and buoyant insect eggs, including those
of the Anopheles mosquito [11]. Different parts of a
plant can act as surface-piercing collectors, including
stems (�10 mm), branches (�1 mm), thorns and hairs
(�0:01–0:1 mm). Yet, despite results pointing at the
importance of capillary capture in flowing fluid [8–10,12],
no physically based framework currently exists for this
process. Here, we study capillary capture in flow using
the first physically based mathematical model, and focus-
ing on the slow flowing conditions typical of many natural
systems [13].

We consider small floating particles on the surface of
flowing liquid and their capture by a vertical surface-
piercing cylindrical collector [Fig. 1(a)], which models
vegetation with long stems or branches, such as cord
grass (Spartina), sedges (Carex), and reed (Phragmites).
Our results apply to particles and collectors that have
positive menisci angles, the most common case in

aquatic systems, but are straightforward to extend to
particles and collectors that both have negative menisci
angles [6]. We determine particle trajectories by integrat-
ing the Basset-Boussinesq-Oseen equation [14], modified
to account for capillary forces [15]. In dimensionless
form,
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FIG. 1 (color online). Capillary capture in flow. (a) The
meniscus between particle and collector attracts the particle
towards the collector. (b) Trajectories of floating particles,
showing the capture area (gray area). The black area is the
capture area without capillary forces, i.e., by direct interception
alone. Trajectories are color coded by the relative particle
velocity jUj and the collector’s center is at x ¼ 0 (axes are
shown displaced for clarity). Parameters were Re ¼ 1, dc ¼
1:0, dp ¼ 0:1, �p ¼ 0:7, c c ¼ 80�, �p ¼ 60�.
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where all variables without tildes have been made
dimensionless using the fluid density ~�f, the incoming

flow velocity ~u0 (typically ranging from 1 to 100 mm=s

in aquatic systems), and the capillary length ~� ¼
ð~	=~�f~gÞ1=2, which is the characteristic length scale of

the meniscus, with ~	 the surface tension. Here we focus

on a water-air interface, hence ~	 ¼ 0:073 N=m and ~� ¼
2:7 mm. Subscripts p, c, and f denote variables referring
to the particle, collector, and fluid, respectively, t is
time, and r is the distance from the collector’s center.
Equation (1) expresses the balance of forces on a floating
particle including (in this order, on the right-hand side)
the drag force, Basset history force, added mass force,
and capillary force. �p is the dimensionless particle

density, U ¼ uf � up is the difference between the fluid

velocity uf and the particle velocity up, R ¼ dp=dc is

the ratio between the particle diameter and the collector
diameter, � ¼ Apdp=Vp and � ¼ DpAp=ð3VpÞ are shape

factors, Ap and Vp are the particle’s waterline area and

volume, Dp is the particle’s draft, CD ¼ 24=ðReRjUjÞ þ
6=ð1þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ReRjUjp Þ þ 0:4 [16] is the drag coefficient,

Re ¼ ~dc~u0=~� is the Reynolds number, with ~� the kine-
matic viscosity, and K1 is the modified Bessel function of

order 1. The Weber number, We ¼ ~�f
~dc~u

2
0= ~	, measures

the relative magnitude of inertial force and capillary
force, where the latter acts in the direction r̂ connecting
the centers of the particle and the collector. c p, c c, and

#p ¼ �p þ c p are angles related to the menisci of the

particle and the collector [Fig. 1(a)]. The meniscus angle
c p at the particle surface is determined from the vertical

force balance for a floating hydrophilic sphere [17]. The
validity of the linearized solution adopted for the capil-
lary force in Eq. (1) is related to the values of these
angles: when c p and c c are large, the capillary force is

well estimated only for large distances between the par-
ticle and the collector [15].

We quantified capillary capture for a cylinder piercing
the surface in a uniform incoming flow. We determined the
flow with a finite element code (COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS)
and integrated Eq. (1) using a backward Euler scheme
for 1000 particles per run, initialized at different trans-
verse (y) positions far upstream of the collector
(x ¼ �20dc). We followed each particle until it was cap-
tured (i.e., it came within a particle radius of the collector)
or left the domain (x > 20dc). We thus quantified the
capture width b [Fig. 1(b)], defined as the flow cross

section far upstream of the collector from which all parti-
cles are captured, and hence the capture efficiency

 ¼ b=dc [18]. Because we focus on water, the parameter

We Bo1=2=Re2 ¼ ð ~�=~	2Þð~g=ð~	~�fÞÞ1=2 ¼ 5� 10�6 is con-

stant, where Bo ¼ ~� ~g ~d2c=~	 is the Bond number, which
measures the relative importance of gravity and surface
tension, and ~� is the dynamic viscosity.
The capture area [shaded gray, Fig. 1(b)] reveals that,

contrary to other capture mechanisms, capillary attraction
triggers captures also on the back side of the collector [17].
Particles starting close to the center line are captured on the
front of the collector, whereas particles starting farther
from the center line contact the collector on its back side.
Capillary interception is thus qualitatively different from
direct interception, where capture occurs only on the front
side of the collector. This is clearly revealed by a compari-
son of the capture area with (gray) and without capillary
forces [black, Fig. 1(b)] [17], which shows that the capture
area can be far greater when capillary interception is
included. A quantification of the particle Reynolds number,

Rep ¼ ~dp ~U=~�, along the trajectories showed that in the

majority of cases we are strictly within the range of validity
of the Basset-Boussinesq-Oseen equation, i.e., Rep < 1

[19], and only in limited cases in the vicinity of the
cylinder this value is slightly exceeded (Rep;max < 3).

The total capture efficiency 
 can be several orders of
magnitude larger than the capture efficiency by direct
interception alone, 
D, in particular for large collector
diameters (dc > 0:1) (Fig. 2). For slow incoming flows,

 reaches values above 10, indicating that capillary attrac-
tion allows the collector to capture particles from a dis-
tance much larger than its size. As the flow velocity (i.e.,
the Weber number) increases, 
 slowly decreases (Fig. 2),
on account of the decreasing capillary capture, which is
primarily controlled by the ratio of inertial to capillary
forces. In contrast, the efficiency of capture by direct

FIG. 2 (color online). Capillary capture can be considerably
more efficient than direct interception. The total capture effi-
ciency 
 ¼ 
C þ 
D is shown as a function of the Weber
number We for three particle densities �p (solid lines). The

dashed line is the efficiency of capture by direct interception
alone, 
D [23]. Note the different scale for 
 and 
D. Parameters
were dc ¼ 1:0, dp ¼ 0:1, Bo ¼ 1, �p ¼ 60�, c c ¼ 80�.
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interception, 
D, increases with flow velocity, because
direct interception depends on how close a streamline
comes to the collector and inertia compresses streamlines
towards the collector.

To gain insight into the mechanisms governing capillary
capture in flow, we quantified the capillary capture effi-
ciency, 
C ¼ 
� 
D, by varying the particle density �p

[Fig. 3(a)], or the particle size dp [Fig. 3(b)], at a given

Reynolds number. Capillary capture efficiency is greater
for lighter particles [Fig. 3(a)]. This results from the com-
petition between capillary forces, which attract the particle
to the collector and favor capture, and inertial forces
from the flow, which sweep the particle past the collector,
inhibiting capture. Lighter particles have lower inertia

and experience stronger attraction, because they rise fur-
ther above the water surface, and both effects enhance
capture.
The increase of 
C with particle size dp [Fig. 3(b)] is

somewhat less intuitive, given that larger particles have
greater inertia. However, larger particles also induce a
steeper meniscus angle c p [17], and thus a larger capillary

force [Eq. (1)]. This effect prevails over the increase in
inertia and, thus, larger particles are captured more effi-
ciently than smaller ones at least up to dp ¼ 3� 10, above

which c p no longer increases with dp [17]. The same

behavior is found by increasing the cylinder meniscus
slope c c [17].
The capillary capture efficiency 
C displays a clear

maximum as a function of the collector size dc [Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b)]. This maximum can be understood by an analysis
of the dependence of the capillary force FC [last term in
Eq. (1)], on the collector diameter dc [17]

FC � d3cK1ð"dcÞ; (2)

with " a constant. This functional dependence has a bell
shape [Fig. 3(a), left inset], which accounts for the maxi-
mum in
C. In contrast the direct interception efficiency
D

decreases monotonically with increasing dc [heavy dashed
line in Fig. 3(c)]. Accordingly, the total capture efficiency

 ¼ 
C þ 
D displays three different regimes (e1, e2, e3)
as a function of the collector size dc [Fig. 3(c)]: for dc &
0:1, 
 decreases with increasing dc; for dc up to �1, 

increases with dc; and for dc * 1, 
 again decreases with
increasing dc. These trends reflect the dynamics of the three
regimes. For very small collectors (dc & 0:1), the capillary
force FC is small (�d3c), whereas direct interception is
important [dashed line in Fig. 3(c), corresponding to 
D �
1þ R> 1 in this regime; [20]], because particles follow
nearly straight streamlines and their speed is relatively
large (since Re ¼ const). Thus, total capture is dominated
by direct interception [17], whose efficiency decreases with
increasing dc. For intermediate collectors (dc up to�1),FC

increases considerably (�d3c), whereas 
D continues to
decrease [Fig. 3(c)], and thus capture is dominated
by capillary capture [17]. Finally, for large collectors
(dc * 1:0), FC decreases with increasing dc because the
collector is too large to considerably deform the free sur-
face relative to its own size [as reflected in the strong
decrease in K1 in Eq. (2)]. However, 
D decreases even
more strongly [Fig. 3(c)] and thus capture is again domi-
nated by capillary capture [17], which decreases with
increasing dc.
The effect of capillary forces can be understood in more

detail by considering the angular distribution of capture
events along the perimeter of the collector (Fig. 4). For
very small collectors, the dominance of direct interception
is confirmed by the concentration of capture events along
the front of the collector [Fig. 4(c)]. The variance 	� of the
angular distribution of captured particles, normalized by
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FIG. 3 (color online). Capillary capture efficiency 
C as a
function of collector diameter dc for (a) three particle densities,
�p, and dp ¼ 0:1; and (b) three particle diameters dp and �p ¼
0:5. Parameters were Re ¼ 1, c c ¼ 5�, and �p ¼ 60�. (c) Total
capture efficiency 
 ¼ 
C þ 
D for the same case as in panel
(a). The thick dashed line shows the efficiency of direct inter-
ception 
D for �p ¼ 0:5 (solutions for �p ¼ 0:3 or 0.7 differ by

<1:5%). In all panels, the thin black dash-dotted line is the
envelope of the capture efficiency peaks, and right insets show
the maximum capillary capture efficiency 
C;max. The left inset

in (a) shows the functional dependence of the capillary force FC

on the collector diameter dc [Eq. (2)]. The left inset in (b) shows
the position of the maxima for Re ¼ 1 and Re ¼ 10.
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the variance 	u ¼ �=
ffiffiffi

3
p

of a uniform distribution, pro-
vides a measure of the departure from a uniform capture.
For direct interception, 	�=	u � 0:37. As the collector
diameter increases, capture occurs also on its back side,
owing to capillary capture, making the capture distribution
more uniform [Fig. 4(c)]. The maximum capture effi-
ciency corresponds to a nearly uniform capture distribu-
tion. When 
C is maximum (dc ¼ 0:3–0:8; Fig. 3),
	�=	u ¼ 0:8–1:0. The most uniform capture distribution
[	�=	u ¼ 0:96–1:01, Fig. 4(b)] occurs for dc ¼ 0:2–0:3,
which falls just outside the range yielding maximum cap-
ture efficiency. It is worth noting that values of 	�=	u >
1:0 imply particle distributions skewed towards the back of
the cylinder. By favoring capture on the back side of the
collector, capture by capillarity further ensures that many
particles are sheltered from subsequent dislodging by col-
lision with other particles or drag forces due to increased
flow. Finally, we note that an increase in Reynolds number
shifts the optimum toward somewhat larger collector diam-
eters: for example, the optimal diameter is dc ¼ 0:3–0:8
for Re ¼ 1 and dc ¼ 1:0–2:0 for Re ¼ 10 [Fig. 3(b), left
inset].

In summary, the capture of floating particles from a
flowing stream by means of capillary forces is important
vis-á-vis direct interception (
C > 
D) for dimensionless
collector diameters ranging from 0.2 to 10, or 0.5 to 27 mm
in water. Because many aquatic plants have stems or
appendages that fall within this size range, we expect
that plants widely use this passive mechanism to collect
particles from flowing water. Whether collector size or
particle size have evolved to favor capillary capture
remains an open question. Production of seeds of the

appropriate size may represent a strategy to favor capillary
capture, a hypothesis supported by the observation that
seed size often falls in the predicted optimal range (e.g.,

Salicornia with ~dp � 1 mm and Spergularia media with
~dp � 0:8 mm; i.e., dp < 1 in dimensionless size) [21].

The extent to which results can be directly applied to
natural systems depends on the additional complexities of
the specific system. Stem density is rarely a problem,
because the assumption of dilute stem concentrations
applies to most aquatic ecosystems [12], with the notable
exception of the leaves of some plants (e.g., Spartina
maritima), which can be very close to each other and
capture particles by forming netlike structures [9]. Small
deviations in the shape of collector or particles will not
change capture significantly; however, our model does not
apply to species with extensive leafy foliage, as the elon-
gated cross section of leaves causes a spatially variable
meniscus elevation [22]. The model also does not capture
the case of concentrated particle fields, for example, when
particles interact and cluster. Ultimately, these results and
the added complexities expected in natural systems call for
careful experiments, to obtain a deeper understanding of
this elegant capture mechanism, its fitness advantages for
aquatic vegetation, and its potential use by a broader range
of aquatic organisms.
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